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Abstract

In a tokamak plasma, knowledge of the thermal and hot particle populations, and their dynam-

ics are essential for controlled operation. The plasma pressure and current gradients can provide

the energy required to trigger various MHD instabilities that will then act to degrade control and

performance. Therefore studying the activity of MHD instabilities within the plasma will reveal

considerable information about the thermal and hot particle populations.

A readily excitable and sensitive class of MHD instabilities in a tokamak plasma are Toroidicity

induced Alfvén Eigenmodes TAEs. This follows firstly from the sensitivity of the gap frequency of

a TAE fgap = VA
2qR0

(VA = B0!
µ0ρ

is the Alfvén velocity) to B0, the magnetic field strength, ρ, the mass

density profile, q, the safety factor and the major radius R0. Secondly, TAEs have the ability to extract

energy from resonant fast ions through Inverse Landau Damping, and thirdly, the existence of these

modes in the weakly damped Toroidicity induced gaps in the Alfvén spectrum. As these modes grow,

they alter the orbits of resonant fast ions, leading to the premature loss and a redistribution of a signif-

icant proportion of these fast ions, thus reducing the self-heating efficiency and potentially resulting in

damage of plasma facing components.

At ASDEX Upgrade fast ions can be introduced into the plasma using Neutral Beam Injection

(NBI), or ions already present can be accelerated to energies of 1MeV and higher by Ion Cyclotron

Resonance Heating (ICRH). The analysis of the effects TAEs have on these ICRH accelerated fast ions

will be used to infer the effects of TAEs on α-particles in a thermonuclear reactor. This is of paramount

importance to ITER[74] and any future fusion devices, because α-particles are envisioned to be the

main source of energy used to sustain a burning plasma. To address this issue a simple formula for

volume averaged β f ast in ICRH only plasmas is proposed. With this formula it is possible to further

study operating regimes in which TAEs are unstable.

The goal of this research was to characterise TAEs at ASDEX Upgrade and to demonstrate that

TAEs could be used to passively diagnose the plasma equilibrium. To achieve this the following mile-

stones had to be reached, the compilation of a characterisation of most typically observed fast ion

driven TAEs, to provide a comparison of observations with expectations derived from established the-

ory, to demonstrate that fast ion driven TAEs could provide good quality q-profile information in order

to improve equilibrium reconstructions, to demonstrate that ICRF beatwaves can drive the same TAEs
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described in the compiled characterisation, and to demonstrate that like the fast ion driven TAEs ICRF

beatwave driven TAEs can also provide q-profile information.

In the course of compiling this characterisation several new results were demonstrated. These

include: the even character of these TAEs, ICRF power threshold versus density of TAEs, the effect of

magnetic shear on a TAE’s frequency and stability, measurements of fast ion drive, damping rate and

growth rate of TAEs, and the use of TAEs in validating fast ion pressure profiles.

Once these TAEs were identified, it was found that they could provide either individual points of

q-profile information, or a single group point of q-profile information. The amount of information that

could be extracted was seen to depend on the ability of diagnostics; based on microwave reflectometry,

electron cyclotron emissions, and soft X-Ray emissions; to localise individual TAEs.

Using the knowledge of TAEs gleaned from the characterisation, experiments were designed to

demonstrate that ICRF beatwave could destabilise these same TAEs. After which the characterisation

provided a frame of reference enabling the identification of ICRF excited modes as the TAEs typi-

cally excited by fast ions. Q-profile information was extracted from these TAEs using the techniques

developed to process fast ion excited TAEs, and was subsequently used to improve equilibrium recon-

structions.

Achieving these milestones demonstrated that techniques developed to drive TAEs with ICRF

beatwaves provides the basis for a new q-profile diagnostic, which complements existing diagnostics.
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